News Feature: The 10 parsec sample in the Gaia era
John I Davies
The Gaia astrometry observatory is a dual-telescope vehicle orbiting the Earth-Sun Lagrange 2 position
(L2) which it will soon (we hope!) share with the James Webb Space Telescope. L2 is a favourite spot for
astronomical missions and Gaia has mapped our interstellar neighbourhood to unprecedented accuracy. Here
we introduce a recently organised set of results and a paper analysing them.
A recent paper, Reylé et al, The 10 parsec sample in the Gaia era [1] describes a nearer subset of the objects
Gaia has found. A team including the lead author of the paper, Celine Reylé, has produced a corresponding
online database of this subset [2]. This data is likely to prove a treasure trove for a significant proportion of
Principium readers - astronomers both professional and amateur. A team including Marshall Eubanks and his
colleagues are seeking collaborators to further refine this data. If you have time and expertise then contact
John.Davies@i4is.org who can put you in touch.
And, of course, any initial exploration of nearby star systems is likely to be to the systems in this catalogue see the log-log diagram later in this report.
Reylé et al, have also published data and some illustrative images of the results [3]. Here is a sample of
them. We'll be reporting progress by Marshall and his colleagues in subsequent issues of Principium.

Three snapshots from an animation (gruze.org/gcns/10pc/10pc_all_legend.gif)
of objects within 10 parsecs mapped and characterised by the Gaia astrometry
observatory. Credit: Reylé et al

[1] The 10 parsec sample in the Gaia era, for epublication in Astronomy & Astrophysics, gucds.inaf.it/
GCNS/The10pcSample/The_10_parsec_sample_in_the_Gaia_era.pdf
[2] gucds.inaf.it/GCNS/The10pcSample/
[3] gruze.org/gcns/10pc/resources
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All star systems within 5 parsecs. Credit: Reylé et al gruze.org/gcns/10pc/resources

Two snapshots from a zoomable top down 10 parsecs map.
Credit: Reylé et al gruze.org/galaxymap/10pc/

Ten parsecs is about 32 light years or 2
million AU.
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snapshot of - Searchable and sortable data table downloadable in different formats https://gruze.org/10pc/
Accessibility of the 10 parsec sphere
The 10 parsec sphere = 2 million AU (about 206,000 AU per parsec)

How far can we reach in the 10 parsec sphere? To appreciate the distances and times involved we need to
think in powers of ten.
This log-log diagram is adapted from the “Maccone Distribution” in C Maccone, The Statistical Drake
Equation, 59th International Astronautical Congress, Glasgow, 2008.
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